PRESS RELEASE

MVG REPORTS INCREASE IN SALES FOR LAB-BASED OTA TESTING TECH

Innovator in antenna testing technology, Microwave Vision Group (MVG), has reported a 44% upturn in order intakes of its highly accurate lab-based, multi-probe antenna test and measurement system, the StarLab.

Part of its ‘Little Big Lab’ range of compact and portable testing equipment, StarLab is one of the most comprehensively designed products of its kind having undergone over 15 years of proactive regeneration in order to continually meet the antenna testing and measurement requirements of a range of different industries. Performing both passive antenna and OTA measurements to class-leading standards, its measurement speed has improved with every new model and its typical dynamic range has evolved to fully support WiFi, LTE and upcoming protocols.
Designed specifically for the telecom, aerospace and defense markets, the third-generation model (StarLab 50 GHz), released in 2017 superseded its predecessor in order to meet the measurement requirements of 5G high-frequency and millimetre-wave antenna testing.

The second-generation model (StarLab 650 MHz -18 GHz) still proves popular for consumer electronics & telecom industries and has, in recent years, been hailed a revolution in R&D testing by leading manufacturers such as Parrot Drones, who claimed: “We noticed the difference instantly and are now able to give preference to measurements over simulation to optimize the design and integration of our antennas”.

Arnaud Gandois, Managing Director for MVG Industries, comments of the rise in lab-based antenna testing technology:

“The research and development of new and regenerated products is now a vital area of investment for manufacturers, driving the need for testing and measurements devices which are highly-accurate, fast, easy to use and most importantly compact enough for a laboratory environment.

“Throughout the product development stage, designers need the ability to test multiple components in a range of different configurations, quickly and accurately, allowing them to make materials, specification and design changes efficiently enough to ensure a fast time-to-market.

“We are continually evolving our StarLab technology in line with 5G testing challenges which include the usage of higher frequency bands and the absence of physical connectors. It is a compact and portable solution to in-lab OTA testing and with three generations of product now in the range, we are able to offer our customers the right StarLab technology according to the products and antennas they are testing.”

For more information on StarLab technology, visit www.MVG-world.com

*Order intakes upturn comparing 2017 and 2018 year on year

ENDS
About Microwave Vision Group

Since its creation in 1986, The Microwave Vision Group (MVG) has developed a unique expertise in the visualization of electromagnetic waves. These waves are at the heart of our daily lives: Smartphones, computers, tablets, cars, trains and planes – none of these devices and vehicles would work without them. Year after year, the Group develops and markets systems that allow for the visualization of these waves, while evaluating the characteristics of antennas, and helping speed up the development of products using microwave frequencies. The Group’s mission is to extend this unique technology to all sectors where it will bring strong added value. MVG is structured around 3 departments: AMS (Antenna Measurement Systems), EMC (Electro-Magnetic Compatibility), EIC (Environmental & Industrial Control). MVG is present in 10 countries, and generates 90% of sales from exports. The Group generated revenues of € 71 million in 2017.
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